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CAST OF CHARACTERS
RICKIE, THE RADIO ANNOUNCER
BUS DRIVER
SWITCHBOARD/MAINTENANCE OPERATOR - both played by the same neutral
voice
DR DAHLIA DISH
The play takes place mainly on a bus and at the side of
the road. The bus can be an actual bus with the side
facing the audience removed, or it can be represented by
seats and benches arranged to some degree as per a
transit bus- see attached diagram- a bus door with
mechanism would be a nice addition to this.
Everyone delivers their lines in a neutral, unemotional
tone.
SCENE 1: TRAINING
(Lights up. A bus driver in uniform holds a phone and
stands near the front of the bus with hood open. The bus
radio is on in the background.)
BUS DRIVER
Yeah, that’s right. It’s a 40' Low Floor
Transit Bus. Model XBY with two
integrated gps pilots and straight up
manual overrides.
SOUND: THE DISTANT HUM
OF TRAFFIC AND THE BUS
RADIO
RADIO ANNOUNCER
Welcome back folks I hope y’all enjoyed
that little interlude. Except for a minor
pile up on the inbound Ville Marie
traffic is light at this time with no
detours and no congestion to report.
We’ll be coming up on the news in a
little less than half an hour and now
you’ll want to turn up the volume because
first, to bring us there, we’ve got Dr
Dahlia Dish here in studio to give us her
top foreplay tips to please your lover.
SWITCHBOARD
And you say you’re stalled?
PHONE: TAPPING AND
BLEEPS IN THE
BACKGROUND
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RADIO ANNOUNCER
Welcome to the show Doctor D.
BUS DRIVER
uh huh, well, stopped anyway, just off
St. Jacques.
DR DD
Thank you Rickie, I am delighted to be
here.
SWITCHBOARD
Please hold. I’m transferring you to
Maintenance and Repairs.
Thanks.

BUS DRIVER
RADIO ANNOUNCER
So tell me Doc, tell me your #1, top top,
most important thing to do to please my
friend?
DR DD
Well Rickie, first thing is you have to
call me Dahlia.
SWITCHBOARD
I’m transferring you now.
RADIO ANNOUNCER
Thank you Dahlia.
DR DD
Then I would have to say the most
important thing to remember is to
use
your
hands.
Maintenance.
Mmmhmm hands…

MAINTENANCE
RADIO ANNOUNCER
DR DD
By which I mean touch everywhere. Don’t
just go straight for the crotch
RADIO ANNOUNCER
Don’t go for the crotch?
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BUS DRIVER
Oh hi, this is Driver 2819. I’m pulled
off to the side with a wibble in the
enunxiator. I tried the diagnostics
already but no useful result. Any chance
you can walk me through it?
DR DD
Right. Whatever you do, remember,
anticipation makes for good gravy so
don’t rush to get to the genitals… the
inner thighs, cheeks, ears, neck and the
back of the head are among the most
MAINTENANCE
Sure, I guess so. Isn’t the computer
working?
DR DD
sensitive areas …touch them all and touch
them often…
RADIO ANNOUNCER
Touch them all?
DR DD
Yes, touch them all but maybe start by
gently touching the wrist and then
dragging your finger tips over the arm as
lightly as possible. It tickles, but
feels very good.
The arm?

RADIO ANNOUNCER
DR DD
Yes. Everywhere. Whatever you are doing,
whether kissing or having intercourse or
giving head, keep those hands busy and
alternate how passionately you touch.
Touch and caress very softly at first,
then later maybe grab hard or hold tight.
You might even want to try using your
nails sometimes.
BUS DRIVER
The light is on but the diagnostics don’t
terminate… it just keeps running and I
get no report and no recommendation.
RADIO ANNOUNCER
Whoa, steam-ay! Keep this up Dahlia and
soon we’re gonna need someone to wipe
down the windows in here.
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DR DD
Well Rickie, hands are only the
beginning. As a warmup you can also
massage the length of the legs, from the
upper thighs down to the ankles. Then
focus on the feet, knead the heels and
the length of the sole. Then zero in on
the toes and stretch them one by each.
Also some people go utterly wild if you
suck them and kiss them.
RADIO ANNOUNCER
The toes? Kissing?
DR DD
Yes, kiss the toes and suck them. Even
nibble them with your teeth. Kiss
everywhere in fact. You know Rickie, and
all of you out there, if you think that
kissing is just boring, you are doing
something wrong. You want to use those
lips.
MAINTENANCE
Okay. Hold on a minute.
DR DD
Kissing should be hot. Not boring at all.
If you kiss with passion and intensity,
kissing can be a delicious turn on for
everyone. The trick is to take the
initiative. By which I mean, you need to
kiss before you are kissed. And another
thing you can
MAINTENANCE
Hello? Are you still there?
BUS DRIVER
Yeah, I’m here.
MAINTENANCE
Okay, good. And where are you?
BUS DRIVER
Where? uh, I’m near Turcot, just off St.
Jacq—
DR DD
do to make this foreplay tip hotter is to
be a little more aggressive… try
squeezing one of your lover’s lips
between your lips or gently bite one of
their
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MAINTENANCE
No no, are you inside or outside the bus?
Got the hood open?
BUS DRIVER
Oh. Yeah. The hood’s open and I’m in
front of it. What should I look for?
DR DD
lips between your teeth.
Taking control can also be a real turn on
for all. You can use your hand to move
the lover’s head to one side or the other
so that
MAINTENANCE
So first close the hood.
Close it?

BUS DRIVER
DR DD
you can change where you kiss or try
switching from kissing on the lips to
sucking the ear lobe to kissing the neck.
The rest of the body is good for kissing
too… give some attention to the crook of
the elbows, the ankles, the toes
MAINTENANCE
Yes, close it.
DR DD
the small of the back.
RADIO ANNOUNCER
Well thank you Dahlia. We have hot stuff
today folks, in the studio with Dr Dahlia
Dish dishing up some favourite foreplay
tips to keep you and your play pals
excited. Don’t go away, we’ll be right
back after these messages.
SOUND: A FEW ADS PLAY
ON THE RADIO… MAYBE
SOMETHING FOR BAL EN
BLANC AND THE SALON
D’AMOUR
BUS DRIVER
Really? You sure you want me to close it?
You don’t ev—
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MAINTENANCE
Just follow the instructions please. The
diagnostics protocol won’t run with it
open. Did you ever read the manual?
BUS DRIVER
Oh sure, I read it. Anyway.
Okay, It’s closed
MAINTENANCE
Good. Now return to the cab and start it
up.
Started.

BUS DRIVER
RADIO ANNOUNCER
Welcome back to 98.6 on the dial, that’s
CKUM FM, with Dr Dahlia Dish and her HOT
TIPS. Dahlia…
DR DD
Thank you Rickie. Now some of you might
have a hard time with this at first but
talking dirty is an effective
"pre" foreplay technique to use with a
lover throughout the day, before you are
alone together, as well as during
foreplay itself. The idea is to build
MAINTENANCE
And what does your display say?
BUS DRIVER
Nothing. Just zeros.
DR DD
the sexual tension and have your lovers
salivating for you. Many people believe
that dirty talk must
MAINTENANCE
Okay. Now push the start button again.
DR DD
be about using graphic expletives and bad
language with your partners
BUS DRIVER
Yeah. So now it says “Performing
scheduled maintenance operations is
important to ensure safe, reliable
operation of your vehicle. A proper
maintenance program will minimize
downtime and safeguard warranties”.
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MAINTENANCE
Good. Now I will read a sequence and I
want you to enter it exactly. Okay?
DR DD
but while that can be nice, it isn't
necessary.
Sure.
Ready?

BUS DRIVER
MAINTENANCE
BUS DRIVER
un huh, ready.
DR DD
All you need do is to tell your partners
directly what it is you enjoy. Tell them
why it turns you on, how your flesh
feels, or what you think about and then
MAINTENANCE
Okay. First press the start button 3
times followed by… ready/
DR DD
come right out and ask your partner what
they like during sex and
BUS DRIVER
Yes, ready. Start 3 times followed by..
MAINTENANCE
… followed by 13-09-XK1-9999
BUS DRIVER
13-13-09-XK1-999
MAINTENANCE
Now press start again.
DR DD
also go into some detail about what you
want to do to your partner. Then, throw
in
BUS DRIVER
Nothing’s happening.
MAINTENANCE
Okay. Try again. Start 3 times, followed
by
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DD
some vague statements to stimulate the
imagination and so keep them
BUS DRIVER
13-13-09-XK1-999
No.

MAINTENANCE
DD
guessing and thinking about you.
No?

BUS DRIVER
DR DD
Now, if your partner is a woman, there
is no doubt that yes, the clitoris
MAINTENANCE
No. Try again. But first just listen and
then follow the instructions. Maybe write
the code down, if you have a pen.
DD
is a yummy place to focus your attention.
But still, it is easy to do
BUS DRIVER
Right, tell me again.
MAINTENANCE
Press start. Three times.
(The bus driver is writing.)
DR DD
wrong by it. Too much direct stimulation
can actually be painful so, unless
BUS DRIVER
Start… 3 times… okay
DD
it is being demanded, rubbing through the
labial hood or along the side of the
clitoris is usually a
MAINTENANCE
thirteen
thirteen

BUS DRIVER
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dash o-nine

MAINTENANCE
DR DD
better approach than going right for the
head of it. And when playing orally, be a
tease.
BUS DRIVER
dash zero nine
dash ex kay
dash ex kay
one dash

MAINTENANCE
BUS DRIVER
MAINTENANCE
DR DD
Focus on the clitoris or the cock, but
then take
one dash

BUS DRIVER
MAINTENANCE
nine nine nine nine
DR DD
your focus elsewhere, then bring it back
BUS DRIVER
nine nine nine
That’s it.

MAINTENANCE
BUS DRIVER
okay, so I have one three dash zero nine
dash ex kay one dash nine nine nine
DD
The cock likes it too but the clitoris
especially
MAINTENANCE
You’re missing a nine
Four nines?

BUS DRIVER
DR DD
reacts best to being teased, so you want
to lick and suck on it
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MAINTENANCE
unh hunh. Four nines.
BUS DRIVER
Right. Here it goes… start, start start,
and one three dash zero nine dash ex kay
one dash nine nine nine nine, and?
MAINTENANCE
And what happens.
BUS DRIVER
Nothing. I mean not yet. It looks like
its working. The little thing is
spinning.
DR DD
a little, build some tension, then back
off on it a bit before going at it again.
MAINTENANCE
Okay. So when the thing stops spinning—
RADIO ANNOUNCER
Well thank you Doctor Dish. This has been
Hot Tips
—it stopped.

BUS DRIVER
RADIO ANNOUNCER
with Dr Dahlia Dish. I’m Rickie Rick and
this is your Drive at Five on CKUM FM.
MAINTENANCE
So now turn the D dial to the right until
you hear a click and it feels like it
locks.
RADIO ANNOUNCER
Tune in tomorrow for more HOT TIPS WITH
DOCTOR DISH
BUS DRIVER
Okay. It’s locked.
RADIO ANNOUNCER
and find out what… Dahlia?
MAINTENANCE
Now press start one more time.
BUS DRIVER
Right. Now it appears to be working.
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MAINTENANCE
What does it say?
DR DD
Thank you Rickie, yes, tune in again
tomorrow for my favourite techniques to
prolong orgasm and how
BUS DRIVER
umm, hang on. Okay. It looks as if it
could be a while, it says Model XBY
Transportation Equipment Diagnostic
Protocol has been initiated and will be
complete in approximately 16 minutes.
MAINTENANCE
Good. Now we just wait for the report.
Call me back when it finishes and in case
we need it, I will arrange to have the
tow standing by.
DR DD
to drive any man or woman wild with
multiple
(The bus driver turns the dial on the radio)
SOUND: RADIO STATIC
FROM A TURNING DIAL
FOLLOWED BY THE INTRO
TO CBC NEWS AT 6.
Thank you.
No problem.

BUS DRIVER
MAINTENANCE
(lights fade. end of play)

